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Summer Lightning Random House
Life at BlandingsPenguin Group USA
The Blandings Omnibus Random House
Blandings is now a major BBC One television series starring Jennifer
Saunders and Timothy Spall. Unwelcome guests are descending on
Blandings Castle - particularly the overbearing Duke of Dunstable, who
settles in the Garden Suite with no intention of leaving, and Lady Constance,
Lord Emsworth's sister and a lady of firm disposition, who arrives
unexpectedly from New York. Skulduggery is also afoot involving the sale
of a modern nude painting (mistaken by Lord Emsworth for a pig). It's

enough to take the noble earl on the short journey to the end of his wits.
Luckily Clarence's brother Galahad Threepwood, cheery survivor of the
raffish Pelican Club, is on hand to set things right, restore sundered lovers
and even solve all the mysteries.
The Novel Life of PG Wodehouse Abrams
P.G. Wodehouse (1881-1975) was perhaps the most widely acclaimed
British humorist of the twentieth century. Throughout his career, he
brilliantly examined the complex and idiosyncratic nature of English
upper-crust society with hilarious insight and wit. The works in this
volume provide a wonderful introduction to Wodehouse’s work and his
unique talent for joining fantastic plots with authentic emotion. In The
Code of the Woosters, Wodehouse’s most famous duo, Bertie Wooster
and his unflappable valet Jeeves, risks all to steal a cream jug. Uncle Fred in
the Springtime, part of the famous Blandings Castle series, follows Uncle
Fred as he attempts to ruin the Duke of Blandings while he is preoccupied
with his favorite pig. Fourteen stories feature some of Wodehouse’s
most memorable characters, and three autobiographical pieces provide a
revealing look into Wodehouse’s life. With his gift for hilarity and his
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ever-human tone, Wodehouse and his work have never felt more lively.
With a New Introduction by John Mortimer
Full Moon Simon and Schuster
Was PG Wodehouse really a traitor, a naive simpleton
dominated by his wife and out of touch with the world
around him? This book challenges many of the accepted
wisdoms about PG Wodehouse and his work and skilfully
entwines details of Wodehouse's life with an analysis of
his work to show that, contrary to popular belief, many of
the scenarios, characters and issues he wrote about came
from his own, sometimes bitter, personal experience. It
shows, for instance, how Bertie Wooster is a much
misunderstood figure in literature and shared many of the
characteristics and life story of PG Wodehouse himself.
Easdale also gives fresh insight into PG Wodehouse's
alleged ‘treachery’ during World War II and his motives
for making five radio broadcasts from Germany which
were to cast a shadow over the rest of his life. ‘Easdale
often finds an original angle with which to shatter stale,
accepted perception... this book is compelling.’ (Country
Life). ‘This fascinating examination offers a refreshing
and accessible study of Wodehouse’s work.’ (Press
Association).
Sunset at Blandings Fordham Univ Press
"[Blandings] is an entire world unto itself and, one senses, Wodehouse
pours into it his deepest feelings for England." —Stephen Fry The
Honourable Galahad Threepwood has decided to write his memoir—a
tell-all that could destroy polite society. Everyone wants this manuscript
gone, particularly Lord Emsworth’s neighbor Sir Gregory Parsloe-
Parsloe, who would do anything to keep the story of the prawns buried

in the past. But the memoir isn’t the only problem. A chorus girl
disguised as an heiress, a double-dealing detective, a stolen prize-
winning sow, and a crazy ex-secretary are only a few of the
complications that must be dealt with before everyone can have their
happy ending.
The World of Blandings W. W. Norton & Company
A Blandings novel When the moon is full at Blandings, strange things
happen: among them the commissioning of a portrait of The Empress, twice
in succession winner in the Fat Pigs Class at the Shropshire Agricultural
Show. What better choice of artist, in Lord Emsworth's opinion, than
Landseer. The renowned painter of The Stag at Bay may have been dead for
decades, but that doesn't prevent Galahad Threepwood from introducing
him to the castle - or rather introducing Bill Lister, Gally's godson, so
desperately in love with Prudence that he's determined to enter Blandings in
yet another imposture. Add a gaggle of fearsome aunts, uncles and
millionaires, mix in Freddie Threepwood, Beach the Butler and the gardener
McAllister, and the moon is full indeed.
Nothing Serious Random House
He had an extraordinary Broadway career, wrote 90 novels and story
collections, and among his immortal characters are Jeeves and the
Empress of Blandings. McCrum's magisterial biography chronicles the
achievements and shadows of a gilded life.
The Inimitable Jeeves W. W. Norton
In Lord Emsworth and Others, readers are treated to a selection
of familiar characters and places, in new and unfamiliar
circumstances. Fans and initiates will be highly entertained.
Something Fresh Random House
Lady Constance rules with the iron rod of snobbery until her inevitable
comeuppance in this delectable snarl of complications involving Lady
Constance's daughter, a young American millionaire, and an earnest
young artist with a face like a gorilla. Lord Emsworth's youngest,
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Freddie, has a star turn which reveals him as something more than a
vapid lounge-lizard.
The Best of Wodehouse W. W. Norton & Company
Contents: SOMETHING FRESH, SUMMER LIGHTNING, and HEAVY
WEATHER
The Honourable Schoolboy Hutchinson
When young man about town Bertie Wooster, nursing a broken heart, agrees
to help his old friend Peregrine Woody Beeching, whose own romance is
failing, hilarity and chaos ensue as Jeeves, the very epitome of the modern
manservant, steps in to save Bertie from himself. 100,000 first printing.
Something New Random House
'A lifelong treat' Simon Garfield, Esquire A P.G. Wodehouse novel
Joey Cooley is a golden-curled child film star, the idol of American
motherhood. Reginald, Third Earl of Havershot, is a boxing blue on a
mission to save his wayward cousin from the fleshpots of Hollywood.
Both are under anaesthetic at the dentists when something strange
happens - and their identities are swapped in the ether. Suddenly Joey
can use his six-foot frame to get his own back on his Hollywood
persecutors. But Reggie has to endure everything Joey had to put up
with in the horrible life of a child star - including kidnap. Laughing Gas
is Wodehouse's brilliantly funny take on the 'If I were you' theme - a
wry look at the dangers of getting what you wish for in the movie
business and beyond.
Phoemixx Classics Ebooks
Blandings is now a major BBC One television series starring Jennifer
Saunders and Timothy Spall. Can the Empress of Blandings win the Fat Pigs
class at the Shropshire Show for the third year running? Galahad
Threepwood, Beach the butler and others have put their shirt on this, and for
Lord Emsworth it will be paradise on earth. But a substantial obstacle lurks
in the way: Queen of Matchingham, the new sow of Sir Gregory Parsloe
Bart. Galahad knows this pretender to the crown must be pignapped. But

can the Empress in turn avoid a similar fate? In this classic Blandings novel,
pigs rise above their bulk to vanish and reappear in the most unlikely places,
while young lovers are crossed and recrossed in every room in Blandings
Castle.
Laughing Gas Everyman's Library
The claim that human agents are vulnerable to tragic conflict,
situations in which one cannot help but do wrong, is a commonplace in
contemporary moral philosophy. This book draws on Thomas
Aquinas's moral thought in order to delineate an alternative view.
While affirming that the human good can be attained only through
difficulty, including the difficulty of moral conflict, it argues that
Aquinas's understanding of a natural, hierarchical ordering of human
goods allows for the rational resolution of moral conflict in a way that
avoids tragic necessity.
The World of Blandings Andrews UK Limited
Blandings is now a major BBC One television series starring Jennifer
Saunders and Timothy Spall. As a peer of the realm, Clarence, Ninth Earl of
Emsworth, has an occasional duty to leave the Empress of Blandings, surely
the most considerable pig in the whole world, and travel to London for the
opening of parliament. It comes hard to him, for he has a proper sense of the
priorities in life, which rate pigs and flowerbeds higher than politicians. But
no sooner has he returned to Blandings than his real problems begin: the
dastardly Duke of Dunstable is out to steal the Empress. His sister Lady
Constance has inflicted on him a particularly nasty new secretary. And the
Church Lads' Brigade are camped all over his lawns. Thank God for the Earl
of Ickenham, better known as Uncle Fred, whose own particularly devious
brand of sweetness and light aims to banish blackmailers and pig-stealers and
restore true love all over the castle grounds.
Lord Emsworth and Others Harry N. Abrams
Lord Emsworth's prized pig, the Empress of Blandings, is at the centre of
Wodehouse's hilarious tale of mistaken identity, the triumph of young love,
and general mayhem among the twits at Blandings Castle.
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The Crime Wave at Blandings Random House
EPISODE 3 IN A MAJOR BBC DRAMA STARRING TIMOTHY
SPALL, DAVID WALLIAMS AND JENNIFER SAUNDERS
Disaster at the annual fete at Blandings Castle. It is the annual fete at
Blandings Castle, and Connie will again force Clarence to wear a
miserable top-hat and make a speech. To top it off, he is banned from
picking his favourite flowers by terrifying head-gardener McAllister.
However, Clarence befriends Gladys and Ern, two cheeky school-
children who encourage him to do what he wants. Connie is of course
scandalised, and brings her howitzers to bear on the ghastly intruders.
Freddie - needing to tap his old man for some cash - tries to help
Clarence and the children and inevitably makes everything worse.
‘Sublime comic genius’ Ben Elton ‘You don't analyse such sunlit
perfection, you just bask in its warmth and splendour.’ Stephen Fry
‘The funniest writer ever to put words to paper.’ Hugh Laurie
‘P.G. Wodehouse remains the greatest chronicler of a certain kind of
Englishness, that no one else has ever captured quite so sharply, or with
quite as much wit and affection.’ Julian Fellowes
Full Moon W. W. Norton & Company
“Wodehouse is the greatest comic writer ever.”—Douglas
Adams A Brazil nut playfully flung through the window of the
Drones Club catapults Uncle Fred into action in P. G.
Wodehouse’s jab at the publishing industry. An anonymously
penned novel about the nut incident has nobody suspecting the
culprit and everybody scrambling for the royalties . . . then the
movie rights come up for sale.
Cocktail Time Random House
From the publisher of the acclaimed collector's Wodehouse
editions, P.G. Wodehouse In His Own Words is a sparkling

collection of excerpts from the master's own writings that reveals a
wonderfully entertaining gloss on Wodehouse's own life story.
Quotations from a literary career spanning more than seventy
years are arranged in chapters that move from childhood, to
school years, to the various preoccupations of the grown man. a
linking narrative, skillfully supplied by Wodehouse aficionado
Barry Day, and former President of the International Wodehouse
society Tony Ring brilliantly ties all the material together. Full of
the scintillating wordplay and comedy that characterize
Wodehouse's novels, stories, letters, and nonfiction, this handsome
volume is the perfect addition to anyone's library.
The Difficult Good W. W. Norton & Company
"Unwelcome guests are descending on Blandings Castle - particularly the
overbearing Duke of Dunstable, who settles in the Garden Suite with no
intention of leaving, and Lady Constance, Lord Emsworth's sister and a lady
of firm disposition, who arrives unexpectedly from New York. Skulduggery is
also afoot involving the sale of a modern nude painting (mistaken by Lord
Emsworth for a pig). It's enough to take the noble earl on the short journey to
the end of his wits. Luckily Clarence's brother Galahad Threepwood, cheery
survivor of the raffish Pelican Club, is on hand to set things right, restore
sundered lovers and even solve all the mysteries."--Publisher description.
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